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I
In an early and famous essay on freedom A. J. Ayer attributed our
fear of detenninism partly to the balf-conscious lurvival of an
animiHic conception of "usality. in. which an unhappy effect trio
'winly to escape from the c1utchn of an ovennutering cause'.' The
general argument wu thq. (i) No detennin. q incompatible ~th
freedom unleu it q a theN. not jUlt about regularitieo in the world
but a110 about regularitieo which in IOme oenoe must obtain. But (ii)
the 'must' here will be unintelligible or ob\tiously inappropriate
unleos it i. definable in terms of a limitation on human abilities. And
(iii) even if IOme venion of detennin. q reaoonable to believe,
there is no reaoon to believe in a detennin. defined in terms of
luch a limitation. Suboequent lpeculationo about natural nec:euity
have not I think done anything to undennine mq argument. But a
version of 'incompatibilqm' has recently emerged in which the
neceosity of detennmqm q for once quite openly defined in terms of
a limitation on human abilities. Instead of claiming that unfreedom
q the indirect and unobvious consequence of an independently
intelligible natural or "uoal neceasitation, the new doctrine appeals
quite openly to the underived 'conceptual truth' that if anyone has it
in hil power to render IOme proposition faloe, then that proposition
q not a law of nature, or at least not a law of physics. In thq paper I
try to apply Ayer'. deftationary strategy to the new voluntarqnc
incompatibilism, and consider whether the doctrine q trivialised by
the absence of any reaoon to believe in the particular brand' of
detenninqm whooe freedom-excluding consequencea it 10 successfully brings out. In oemon I I I expound the new doctrine (VI from
now onwardl) and compare it with a more traditional incompatibil.. In the remaining oectionl I criticioe the only seeming
reaoons I can think of for believing in detenninqm as VI definea it.
A. J. Ayer, 'Fncdom and Neceuity'.
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Here then to begin with inn .'lUment for VI. Suppose you do x at
time t, .nd this 1ICtion is detennined in the sense th1It the
proposition th1It you~oitthen is entailed by the conjunction of (J).
true proposition describing the whole 8tllte of the universe at 'some
previous time t_ ,,1IDd (2) a setoftrue lIene.alisationsnone ofwbich
is true only because somebody does not exercise his ability to do
what would make it false. It then follows that your action laclea the
freedom, it would have if, at a time to, aftert_, but before,t" you
were able either to do x att, or not to do x at t,. For the proposition
th1It you do x at t, is entailed by the conjunction of (I) and (2). So
you are able at to not to do x at t, only if either (a) you are able at to to
render false the proposition mentioned in (I), or (b) you are able at
to lO render false one of the generalisations mentioned in (2). But Ca)
i. excluded because nobody can alter whot has already happened,
and Cb) i. excluded by definition. If this is • sound argument, then it
shows that if a certain form of determinism i. true, nobody ever
enjoys two-way powers of action. The determinism in question is
roughly this:
(01) For any event there is a set of true generalisations whose
conjunction with a proposition describing the whole 8tllte
of the universe well before that event entail. that th.. event
occurs when it does, and no member of which is true only
because somebody does not exercise his ability lO make it
false.
There i. an excellent 8tlltement and defence of an essentially
.imilar argument in Peter van Inwagen'. paper, 'The
Incompatibility of Free-Will and Determinism'.' Van Inwagen'.
version differs mainly in these respects. Ci) He operates not with a
set of true generalisations none of which is true only because
somebody does not exercise hi. power to do what would make it
false, but rsther with the conjunction inlO a single proposition of all
laws of physics, taking it .. a 'conceptual truth' that if anypne h.. it
in hi. power lO render some proposition false, then that proposition
is not a law of phyaic:s.' (ii) His argument applies, not to all actions,
1'he Incompatibility of Free-WUI and Detenniniam', PIu~ StwIia.:l7
('975), pp. ,8S-199 (..,u..... in G. W...... (eel.»), Fr_WIll (OsforcI
Readinp in Phi~hy IgIIa). Cf. J......
l.smb 'On • Proo( of
tncompatibitiam", PW'mat'irrr' . . . . .. (1977). pp. 30-35.
Ibid., p. 193.
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but only to actions which involve physical movements. (iii) The
time-referenca are either different or 1_ explicit. He conjoina the
la... of phyai.,. with a propoeition esp'-ina the alate of the
univene at a time prior to the asent'. birth, rather than limply with
apropoaition expreasina the alate oC the univene at ~ time
before the time at which the qent is suppoaed to have been able to
do what he did not do. And he doea not diatinsuiah between being
able to do aomethina at a particular time, and heina able at a
particular time to do somethina at a particular time.
.
An earlier paper by Carl Ginet containa another e....nu.J1y
aimilar argWnenL ' He begins with two definitiona. 'If"A" and "B"
are descriptionl apecit'yiJlI kinds of events then A ~mtly
tNUUitatu B if and only if
(I) "A" does not entail "B",
(2) every i n . _ of A is accompanied by an i n . - of B (in a
manner indicated in the deacriptiona of "A" and "D"), and
(3) no one ever has a choice .. to whether or "'t an inatance of A

ahall be accompanied by an inltance of B.
. . . 0 c~fir,,-iftJ~1 dueripli<m ofa perIOn'. behaviour during a
certain period ... is. deacription that containa only the opecification
of the placea occupied by all the externally obaervable parta of the
penon'. body throughout the period, relative to each other and to
the adjacent environment, .. weD .. the lpecification of all the
fOund. emitted by.his body during that aame period' (ibid., p. 89).
With the aid of these definitioM, Ginet
the followina
hypotheail. '(8) Every temporal oegntent of every human being'.
behaviour has a complete firat-Ievel deacription, 'B', and a aeriea of
antecedent _ of circurnatancea having the deocriptiona "A,".
uA 2 ", ••• uA. u , IUch that

I_

(I) U Aa n does not entail liB";
(2) AI CGntinsently neceuitalel A., A. continaentlY

necairi-

lalel A., . . , • A. - I contingently neceaaitalel A.. A. contingently neceuitatel B; and
(3) the human being in queation dearly had no choice .. to
whether or not the antecedent inatance of AI would occuI'
(ibid .• p. 90).
He then .hoWl that (H) entail. that no one ha any choice .. to what
'Miaht W. Have No Choice?' in K. Lehrer (.t.). Pr.,.", . . 1)"" .sib
(New York, '966), pp. 87-.....
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first-level deacriptiona hi. behaviour _risfieo, and hence that noone has any choice u to what deocriptiona of any kind hi. behaviour
satisfies. If we
that the inetance of A, il an event which IBkea
place before the peroon'l birth, Ihen the main difference between
Ginet'l argument and van Inwqen's arpment is that Ginet
cautiously refrains from callin, (H) 'determinism' And from
ouueating anythina about the relation between contingent neceuitation and what people have in mind when they talk oflawoof nature
or lawo of physics.
.
VI is true jOlt because it employe an openly anthroponiorphic
concept of naturol neceaaity in its definition of detenninilm.
Traditional incompalibiliarna shrink from this step, and operate
with an undefined notion of natural nec:euity. David Wiggino haa
recently defended such a traditional doctrine.' He offers an
arpment for incompatibiliam which is, or at any rate could quite
euily be made, formally similar to the initisl argument I pve for
VI. But he d ..... not commit himoelf to
exactly how the
neceuity of the relevant law. or aenerslioation~ is to be understood,
and ,mures merely 8t an OItenaibly oelf-luataining circle of modal
term•. It will help u. to appreciate VI if I can show how fatal the
conoequencea of this reticence are for Wiaains's argument. His
r _ i n , is this. Let R ay that N moved his finpr at ts, and A ..y
that he kept it .tiIl at t" and '0 t,' be read _ 'it is hiotorically
inevitable It time I,'. Now suppooe we have a law of nature from
which it followo that

_ume

-fin,

(,) 0 t, (ifClttthen R at I,)
We then have
(2)

0 t, (if R It t, then not A at t,)

and if '0 t, (if ... then -)' is tranlitive, it follow. that
(3)

0 t, (if C at t Ihen not A at t,).

Now IUpPOse that
(4) N could ha"e kept .till at t,
However thi. iI to be anlJyoed, it at leot entails
(s)

<> t, (A at I,)

David Wiain', 'Towards. Rruonable Ubenan.ru.m' in Ted HoncIeridt

(eL). e-y, "" P._." Aa'- (London. '973). pp. 3.-60.
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But it _
(6)

43

neceaarily true that

<> t, (A at t,)::::> (0 t,«A at t,)::::> (not C at t»:>
(not C att»

<> t,

Now (s) is the antecedent of (6). So we can detach
(7) (0 t,«A at t,) :> (not C at t»

::::>

<> t, (not C at t»

The antecedent of (7) is the contrapooition of (3). So we have
(8)

<> t.(not C att)

t,.

But (8) is obvioualyabsunl,.inee t io before
So if(l) and (:l)are
true, we will have to reject (5) and hence (4).
Things would be oimplified if Wigm. were willing to repl.ce (6),
'derived from a principle of Diodoru. Cronuo', by
(68) (0 t,(C at t) '" (3» :> 0 tl (not A at ( 1)

He could then j"'t aqrue that lince t io before t,
(9)

Cat t ::::> 0 t, (C at t)

So if Cat t then by (6a)
(10)

0 tl (not A at t,)

which is incompatible with (s) and hence (4). Thua aimplified, the
argument would have some formal aimilarityto die initial argument
for VI. For that relied on die principle that if one it now powerleaa
to maIui faIae a propoaition about the paat, and now powerl_ to
make falae a generaliation whoae conjunction with that propoaition
entails a future event, then one is now powerl_ to prevent that
future event.
The resemblance would be c:Ioaer, and the argument improved, if
• time were 8Migned 10 die ability which (4) refe.. 10, and c0rresponding c:hangea made to the time-referencea elsewhere. If, lis
Wigginl auppoaea, N did move hit tinier at t" then we can infer
from this alone, and without the aid of premioaea about .laM of
nature, that N did not have the ability at tl to keep &till at t,. So (4)
should presumably be replaced by
(48) N could, at t, have kept still at t+a

and (S)by
(sa)

<> t (A att ••).

","
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4+.
(.) then becomes

(la) 0 t (ifC att_ .. then R att+J;

and (68) becomea
(6b)(0 t(C at t- a ) &: 0 t (if Cat t_. then
(not A at t+J

not

A at t h

»::> ·0

t

.

From 'C at t_.' we derive '0 t (C at t_.)' and hence, by (6b),
(.oa) 0 t(not A at 1+0)
What doea Wigina undentand by 'hiatOrically inevitable'? He
aaye 'By " it ia hitlOrically inevitable al time t' thal p" ia intended
something like thia-whatevet anybody or anything doea al t' or
thereafter il ummlke no diffetence 10 p, P being either a law oflogic
or a law of nature or already hiatory Of bem. the 10gicaI or physical
consequence of what ia already lIi.tory' . And he adda 'p ia
hialOrically nec:eoaary at t' if, and only if, p ia true whatevet IDly
happen at t' or thereafter (consi.tently with the law. of nature)'.'
There ia no attempt here 10 explain what it ia about IaWl of nature
that allow. us to luppoae thal it folloWl from a law of nature that

I
i

(1) 0 t, (if C alt then Rail,)
and in panicular no luggeation thal that it ia pari of the definition of
• law of nature that it ia a true ,meraliaation which people are
unable to make falae in preciaely that _
of 'ability' which ia
exemplified in (4). Refetring 10 the 'can' which J italiciaed, Wiggina
remarb that hia definition of hiatorical inevitability 'already
includea the nolion of poaaibility'. Hia only aim, he _rea us, ia to
ID: ' from within the circle of modal notion. I _
. of neceaaity
which ..tiafiea (6) and yielda a atri<:t implication which ia tranaitive
(for the paaaage from (I) and (2) 10 (3»' (ibid).
The advantage of VI, .. compared with Wiggina'. modally noncommittal doctrine, i. that we can at any rate be reasonably lure that
'0 t,' .tanda for something meaningful, and something moreover
which makea it absolutely plain that (41) enwla (sa). Qne might
puhaps try to defend Wigina'. neutrality bymeana of a dilenIIDI
Eithet (41) ia meaningful or it is not. If it is not, then freedom is an
illusion whether or not any form of determiniam is true, and it is
pointleaa to try 10 beat off incompatibiliat attacks on freedom by
Ibid., p.• 5 (my ilalica).
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.howingthat the inc:ompatibiliat i. talking about a deurminim>
which the.e is no I'C8IIOn to believe. If on the other hand (48) ..
meaningful. then on any plouaible coneeption of physical or
historical possibility it obvioualy entails that it i. physically or
historically posaible at t for N to have kept still at t+o' But the
dilemma fails. If (48) ia meaningful. and (sa) is actually equivalent
to (48), then of coone (48) entaila (sa). But that is just what Wiainl
doeo not w.a nt to commit himself to, with respect to the meaning of
'physial or hiotorical poIIibility'. He wants to say that (48)
obviously entail. (sa), even if <Sa) does not entail (48). And the
difficulty io that we do not know that there u an intelligible _
of
'physical or historical possibility' on which (48) and (sa) are rhoa
reloted. It is of course easy enough to define an intelligible and nonvoluntaristic sense of 'physical or hiotorical possibility' if we_are
prepared to say that every concept of lows of nature, voluntaristi<: or
otherwise, hsa correlative concepts of physica1 necesaity and
pOllibility. 'It ia physically or hiltoricaliy possible att fo. N to do x
at t+.' will then mean whatever we mean by, 'There is no low of
nature whose conjunction with a description of how thinp are at t
entails "N does not do x at t+.".' And if we take laws of nature in a
Humean way, as for ex_pie jlat true Ipatio-temporally unrestricted generalioationa, or .. true ,""Btio-temporally unrestricted
generalioationa for which there .. good induetive evidence, then the
correlotive c:onc:ept of physical possibility is both non-voluntariltic
and perfec:t1y intelligible. But I do not think that thia move will
really belp. SuppOse we srant that, on a Humean concept of
physical posaibility, (48) and (sa) are non-equiva1ent. For
Wiggins', arsument to work, it must aIoo be true that (48) entaiIl
(SS). But that will have paradoxical c:onsequenca. SUPllO"" low. of
nature are taken just .. contingendy true spatio-temporally unrestricted generalisation•. Then

I
i

(sa) It was historically or phy.ically poooible at t for N to keep
still art+.
will be equivalent to
(11) It is false that

(12) Whenever IOmeonelike N i. in circumstances like ·
those obtaining at t. be will not do something like

keepioa atill,t t...

•
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But (11) entails
(13) Once at least someone like N in circumstances like those

obtaininJlat t will do oomethinglike keeping still at t ...

So if (48) entails (sa), then N was able at t to keep still att •• only if
the type of ability he would have exercised if he had kept Still at t ••
is sometimes exercised. This seems counter-intuitive. Nor are
matters improved if laws of nature are taken as contingently true
&patio-temporally unrestricted generalisation. for which there is
good inductive evidence. (sa) will then mean 'it is false that both
(lZ)and
(14) There is good inductive evidence for (IZ)'

So if (48) entailo (sa), then, paradoxically, N W81 able at t to keep
still at
only if either the type of ability he would have exercioed if
he had kept still at t •• is IOmetimes exercised or there is no good
inductive evidence that it never is.
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VI, though true, i. trivially true unles. there is some good reason to
believe in the voluntaristically defined determinism whOle
freedom-excluding conoequencea it bringo out. In oearching for
ouch a reaoon, I turn first to the voluntaristic incompatibililta
themoelves.
Van Inwagen ' says quite specifically that he will not try to •
eatabli.h the truth or falsity of determinism as he defines it (ibid.,
p. 18S). But Ginet has a good deal to say about the truth or falsity
of the voluntaristically defined hypothesis (H) from which, 81 he
ariDea, it followo that we have no choice. Roughly put, (H) W81 that
all human behaviour is contingently neceasitated by some event 81
to the occurrence of which the agent obviously had no choice, where
A contingently necessitates B only if nobody has a choice
to
whether or not an instance of A shall be accompanied by an instance
of B. By 'nobody hao a choice 81 to whether, ete.' is mearit not that
nobody chooses or will. that an A shall or shall not be accompanied
by a B, but that no such choice determines whether or not a B
actually occurs (ibid., pp. 9Z""93). According to Ginet (H) is not
only logically capable of confirmation, but allO not now known to be
false. Although Ginet does not think that (H) either is, or is likely to
become well-confirmed, hi. clainIs about the conceivable future
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obKrvalions which would make ie reaoonablc co believe (H) milht
seem ae least to make the hypoehesis plausible. 'As a fine eccp in
iJnaaining such future obRrvariona,' he writea, 'we need to look at
some cases where connection. of continaent necel.itation are
already reasonably believed to hold, and co conaider what ~rtI of
observation. th_ beliefa are lIf"Ouncled in. Such belief. are
numerous. Some are ocated by cbe foIJowin.condicionais: 'If apiece
of copper surrounded by ordinary atmospheric conditions bec:o'1'es
hotter, then it mu.t ""pand. If a small materilo1 body, ouch IUi a
bowling ball, ioleft near but noe in contact with a very larae moleriaJ
body, ouch as cbe earth, withoue anything between them but air,
then the oma1I body must move into contact with the lorae ORe. If a
b_ball is hurled with the nwcimum force thae a normal man can
muster, in such a way that, after tnvelJing 10 feet from his hand, it
ICrikei at right angles the centre region of a piece of gl... of just cbe
same 8Ort, and mounted in jUIC cbe aome way, as cbe g _ inside my
childhood home, then cbe gJsas mUIC break'. We are justified in
th_ belief., because 'quite a number of inotanc:es of cbe antecedent
have been obaerved to be accompanied by an instance of the
conaequent,and .•. in.tancea of the antecedent hove been observed
or produced under a variety of circumlCanceo, including any with
regard to which there aeemed a choice that in them cbe conaequene
might not accompany the antecedent. In short, we have never been
able co oboerve the antecedent tmaCCOmpanied by the conaequent,
in spite of our making every effort to do 80' (ibid., pp. 9~7).
Similar oboervatioRl 'could . . • conceivably be made with reopec:t to
any given aort of behaviour-aequent .. conaequent and some &et of
phyoio1ogical and/or environmental circumatanceo .. antecedent'.
And if we Iccumulate such observation. for a great many differet}t
kind. of behaviour-aequenceo, that would conotitute support for (H).
The trouble il, however, eh.t each of the conditionals which
Ginet citea io ICrictJy apeaking faloe, and only aeema pJauaible
because we IIIcltly take it to have a ceterU pDribtu cJauae. The piece of
copper will not expand in normal atmOlpheric condic;,ms if
aomebody puts both end. in a vice, the .ma11 body will noe move
into contact with the large body if it is made of iron and 8Omebody
pUb a vast magnet on the other .ide of ie at the momene of releaae,
and if striking a piece of gl_ means touching it .. distinct from
actUally breaking it, the glaao will not break if aomebody dellecto the
baoebalJ along the plane of the gl... at the moment when it touches
the gloao. No doubt true conditinnala can be found in which aUris

I
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fHlribul clauses covering human intervention are redundant. For
example: if B body is accelerating, then it does not reach a speed
greater than the speed of light. And it is conceivable that any pen
kind ofbehaviour sequent should figure in such a conditional. But it
is not plausible to suppose this, in the way that it would be,plausible

if any old rough-and-ready generalisation of the sort cited by Ginet
were true even without a uuriJ fHlriI1Iu clause covering human
intervention.
IV
VI deduces our unfreedom from
(DI) For any event there is a set of true generaliaations ""hose

conjunction with a proposition describing the whole state
of the universe well before that event entails that the event
occurs when it does, and no member of which is true only
because somebody does not exercise his ability to make it
falae.
And (DI) needs to be dittinguiahed from the initially more
plausible
(D2) For every event there i. a set of contingendy true generalisations whose conjunction with a proposition describing the
whole state of the universe well before that event entails
that the event occurs when it does.
Suppose we grant (D2). Might we then not just 81 well grant the
hypothesis (D3) which we would get by substituting 'laws of nature'
for 'contingendy true generalisations' in (D2) 1 And then, if 'law of
nature' is taken in any ordinary sense, will not (D3) actually entail
(DI)l

There ia perhapa a hint of support for thit kind of argument in
van Inwagen'. main paper. He defines determinism 81 the conjunction of '(a) For every instant of time, there is a Propositi9n which
expreaaes the state of the world at that instant [and] (b) If A and B
are any propositions that express the state of the world at some
instanta, then the conjunction of A with the laws of physics entaiJa
B' (ibid., p. .86). And although, 81 I said, he claims to be
unconcerned with the truth or falaity of this determinism, van
Inwagen does insist that it is 'a conceptual truth' that if anyone h81
it in hi. power to render some proposition false, that proposition i8
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not a law of phyaice. But why draw attention to thg IUp~ fact

about our ordinary con<:q>t of laws of phyaice, unlesa it would tend
to make a determinism which employs our ordinary concept more

plausible than a detenningm which employed 80me new nonvoluntariatic eon<:q>t of Iawa of phYlice?
.
Van Inwagon dgtinJUiahea between IawI of physics and laws of
naNre. He thin'" it g an obvioua conceptual truth that nobody haa
the power to render a law of physics falae, but obviou.ly not a
eon<:q>tual truth that nobody haa the power to render fiolae a b!w of
naNre. 'There g in particular nothina at .0 odd about ..yin8 that
psychological lawa hold only because people do not eur~ their
power to make them false. J Anyone who thought that <I;>l) entailed
(D I) when 'law of nature' _ taken in any ordinary senae would
have to reject van Inwqen'l diatinction. And there are veMua
arguments for rejecting it. la not 'true propoaition deacribinlJ
natural neceaaities' part of what wO! ordinarily mean to convey by
'law of naNre'? If 80, how is it ponibl<! to -ian • __ to 'It g
naNrally necesaary that all A-type events are followed by B-type
events' without takinlJ it to man that if an A-type event h..
occurred nobody haa the ability to prevent ita beinlJ followed by a Btype event? Or, if the modal content is not so immediately present,
perhaps it can be extnc:tAd from the fact that someone who ..ya that
a proposition g a law of nature will ordinarily be willing to put
forward a correapondin8 counterfactual. I. not thia readine.. most
easily explained by aayin8 that he g uaing 'law of nature' in a _
on which law. entail counterfactuals? But aa Kneale pointa out, 'A
contingent univeraal proposition can a1waya be expressed in the
form "There are in fioet no <II-thinp which are not 6", and from ouch
a proposition it g impoaaible to dedUC<! that if aomethinlJ which ...
not in fact <11 had been <11 it would aIao have been 6.'2 So are we
not obliged to aay that lawI of nature, taken in the normal
counterfactual-entailin8 way, are necesaary univeraal propositions?
If 80, then once 1lIJIIin, 'neceaaary', if it were to have any clear_,
might have been interpreted in terms of human impotence. And
there is another idea of Kneale'l which someonemi8ht try to uoe
against van [nwagen'. _trictiona. 'It is pan of our ordinary icleaof
I law of nature that it g logically ponibl<! for there to be unrealiaed
empirical poaaibilities in the _
of faIae propoaitions c:onaiatent

•
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S,.,.,. Pi (1977),

Pe4Cr Yafl Inwacen. 'Reply to Nanaon', PIa"to.,fait.J
PP· 91-j1a.
W. K....... I'..t ...ru"
(OdonI. ,941), p. 75.
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with alllaws·o f nature, and of the form 'aomething i. an F'. where F
is a spatio-temporally unrestricted empirical predicate. But
'Something i8 an F' C8nnor be both faloe and compatible with .11
law. of nature if 'Nothing is an F' is a law of nature.' What could
prevent 'Nothing is lID F' from beinl a law of nature, and thua·.l1ow
for the 10lical pOOlibility of unrealioed empirical pouibilit;esllf, ..
Kneale in effe<;[ IUggeob,' the only anower is that 'Nothina ia an F'
does not describe • natural neceuity, then we could onc:e again uk
what 'neceaJlity' could mean here if not interpreted in term. of
human impotence.
I think it is unnrceuery to _
these complex cIaima about the
content of our ordinary concept of natural law . Even if it is true that
(03) entail. (0,) when 'law of nature' is taken in any ordinary
1eDIe, it .nil remain. to be mown that (03) is as p1ausi\:>1e .. (02)
when 'law of nature' is taken in IUCh away. If the ordinary concept
of a law of nature is yolunrori.tic, and used in (03), then (03) is
.tronger than (02), and there can be no automatic eq{Jation of their
relative plausibility. From the fact that a concept is ordinary,
nothing follows about whether or how often it actually applies to the
world. And even if the generaliaationa which we call1.WI of nature
would not in reality be different in any other general way from the
generalisation. we call ICcidenral, unlea. they had thOle festures
which we ordinarily suppose them to have when we call them laWl.
it .nil does not follow that they really have thOle OItenIible differentiating features.'
.

v
rmally, let ....uppose apin that
(Oa) For every event there i.. _of eontingendy truegeneralio-

arian. whose conjunction with. proposition deseribing the
whole Ibte of the universe well before that event entaila
that the event occura when it does.
If (Oa) is true and the voluntaristic (01) false, then at I.....t one of
the true generalisations which (Oa) refera to will be true only
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because people do not exercise their ability to make it false. But it i.
not utterly unlikely that any generalisation with that aort of
contingency will be true at all, or at least utterly unlikely that it will
be true if it has a vast number of actual instancea? For then the
chances are that on at least one occ:asion the falsificatory ability
would be exercised. And even if, despite the existence of unexercised abilities to make them false, these generalisations were
true, would not the existence of the falsificatory abilities at least
prevent us from being reasonable in believing the generalisation.?
For we could be reasonable in believing them only if we had tried to
falsify them and failed, and their falsification would be all too easy if
there were a widespread ability to make them false. So even if (Da)
were true and (D.) false, we would not be reasonable in believing
(Da) if we were not also reasonable in believing (D.).
Let me take the second of these two arguments fint. What makes
for reasonable belief in (Da)? la it enough to be reasonable in
believing that for every event there is some set at other of
contingently true generalisations of the kind referred to by (Da),
and not necessary to be reasonable in believing any particular set of
contingently true generalisations of the kind referred to by (Da)1 If
I have the ability to make false a particular set of generalisations S
whose conjunction with a proposition of type T entails lIOlllething
about an event 10, that may prevent me from being reasonable in
believing S. But it does not necessarily prevent me from being
reasonable in believing that tbere is lIOllle set or otber of true
generalisations whOse conjunction with a proposition of type T
entails the same thing about e. It is of course true that we do want to
be reasonable in believing particular sets of generalisation. of the
kind referred to by (D2). We want this because we want to be able to
predict the future in detsil. And it i. not easy to see how lIOllleone
can have fint-hand reasonable belief in any such particular set of
generalisations, based on tbe failure of his own best efforta to falsify
the generalisation., if he himself has the ability to make them false.
But that is a further problem, distinct from the problem of whetber
there is any general freedom-excluding determinism which it is
reasonable to believe, and I shall not try to discuu it here.
This leaves us with the argument that (Da) is plausible and (D. )'s
falsity would make (D2) very unlikely to be true. I find thi.
argument very difficult to UIeII. But launest that if it is successful
then it is too successful. It is a reply to the suggestion that
volunuristic incompatibilism is trivially true. But it relies on a
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principle which, if valid, would make every fonn of incompatibilism redundant.
Let me begin with a fuller statement of the argument itself. It
exploits an Aristotelian thoueht. Aristotle held that whatever i.
always possible is at some time actual. The underlyine idea, I
assume, i. that the more often there is a finite chance of a kind of
thine's occurring, the greater the chance that it will occur on at least
one occasion.' In the extreme case, when there i. always or
infinitely often a chance of a kind of
occurring, the chances
of its occurring at least once are as high as you like. Suppose then
that we have a true generalisation of the fonn 'All A's are B'.', and
thi, generali..tion has. huge number of instances. According to the
Aristotelian thought, if each of this huge number of A'. were
possibly not a B, then the chances that one of them actually il not a B
are very high indeed. So, if the generalisation iI true, and has a huge
number of instances, it follows that probably not all of the A's are '
poaaibly not B'I, i.e. that probably at leaat one A.-muat be a B.
Aristotle's thought, then, if there is anything in it, givea if the
following general principle:

thin;'.

(R) Probably if all of a huge number of A's are B'I, at least one A
muatbeaB.
The modal terms in the argument are of courae obacure. But let us
interpret them in terms of human powera, 10 that 'thia A mUlt be a
B' means 'nobody has the power to make it false that thil A iI a B'.
Now if Ariatotle'. thought gives us (R), thus interpreted, it preaumably also gives u.
(RI) Probably if all of a huge number of A's are B'I then quite a
lot of A'I muat be B'.
with 'must' interpreted in the same way. Suppose it does, and
auppose also that every event faIJs under some true generalilstion
which links the type of circumstance in which it occura witli the
type of event it ia, and suppose also that all these generalilations
have huge numbera of in.tances. It would then follow that
probably, on quite 8 lot of occaaions, people do not have the power
not to do what they do. Or, putting it another way, that probably at
least quite a lot of propositions of the fonn 'This was an A and this
was a B' which instantiate the generali..tiona, are not true only
For. _ _ or the A_lion _ _ C. J. F. Wi1Iiomo, ' A _ oncI
ConuptibiIity'.1W;Pora S ......, • ('966}, pp. 95-'0'r, 203"",,15·
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because people do not exerciJe their power 10 make them faloe. We
would not in this cue have found any rcnon 10 believe that if any
determinism ia true, . a determinism ia true which Cltcludca all
freedom. The moat we would have found ia that if any determinism
i, true, and if it ia also true that all the reaularitiea which make that
determinism true have huse numbcta of instaneea, then ptObably
quite. lot of action. are not &.e. But let u. pursue the arpment a
little: ita proper conclusion doea bear some reaemblance 10 the
theaia that if (Dz) ia true, 10 ia (DI).
'
How can we hope to show that all the regulatitiea which ·make
(D2) true have huge numben of inatancca? It would be a auflic:ient
threat 10 freedom if all the rqularitiea under which actiom fin have
huge numben of inatancea. What ground. are there for thinking
that even that much ia true 1 Consider the hypotheaia that all actions
fall under jUlt one true gencraliaation Iinkiqg the type of circumStanCe in which they occur with the type of actions they are, If there
ia just one auch true generaliaation, it will have .. many U - ..
there are action•. Suppose that an action " i, performed whenever
and only when the agent previoUlIy prefen some state of affain 10
Wit rather than not, and believea that" ia .ufficiently likely 10 lead
to thia state of affain to outweigh any diataate he feela for anything
elac that " might lead to. Then 'instead of having 10 aay that all
actiono belong to some type or other, and all circurnatancea of their
occurrence belong to some type or other, ouch that whenever there
are circumatancea of that type there ia an action of that type, we can
say that
action.belong to •
type, and all circumotancea of
their perfOI'llUlllCf! belong to • ';"'14 type, auch that whenever there
are circumatanCH of that type there ia an action of that type. The
type of circumatance can be specified by saying that it ia onc in
which the agent haa thi. type of preference and belief, the type of
action by uying that it i. onc with reapcct 10 which the agent h ..
thia typeof preference and belief. If thia oimpJe pneralioation about
• type of action and a type of circumotance ia true, then it haa. huge
number of inatancea because a huge number of actions have been
and will be performed. So if (RI) il8llO true, then there
quite a
lot of propoaition. deacribing particular pain of circumatancea and
actioruI which are not true only because the ....nt did not excrciac
hia power 10 make them faIac.
Thi, givCl us • crude model of the argument. But it ia of coune
wildly implausible to auppose that an action i. performed whenever
and only when the agent haa the prefercncea and belief. I apecificd.
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Even if actions are performed only when the agent previously .....
these types of preference. and beliefs, they are surely not perfonned
whenever the agent previoualy ..... these type. of preferences and
beliefs. Let us then alter our generalisation about actions and
conaider inatead the hypothesis that (i) ulua1ly at least· when
someone prefers S to exist rather than not, and believes that doing x
isaufficiently \ikdy to lead to S to outweip any distaste he feel. for
anything else his doing x might lesd to, he does lI; and (H) in all those
cases in which preference and belief are followed by the appropriate
or 'rational' action aorne single type of event E occurs prior to the
action. We then have the generalisation, •AII E'. are folIowed by
"rational" actions.' If this generalisation were true. and (RI) were
alao true, then there would be quite a lot of propositiona describing
particular pairs of E'. and 'rational' actions which were not true
only because the agent did not exercise)tis power to make them .
false.
Everything turns, however, on whether (RI) is true, and it seem.
to me that if (RI) really is true, then we can construct a simpler antifreedom argument, with a stronger conclusion, which does not
require us to suppose that human actions falI under regularities at
all. To put it in another way, if (RI) could be used to vindicate a
detenninilm which probably excludes some of the freedom which is
excluded by the determinism of voluntsristlc incompatibUiam,
there would be a surer way of ellcluding even more of this freedom
without vindicating any thesil about regularities which we are
powerless to alter. Which is to lay: it il not necessary to defend any
incompatibilism against the charge that its detennini.m i. Btoundless, in order to threaten the freedom which that incompatibiliam
refers to. Here i. the argument I have in mind. (R I) is not true
unless it is alao true that
(R) Probably if a\l of a huge number of A's are B'B, at least one
A must be a B.
So auppose (R) is true, and auppose I have the ability, in one and the
same _ of circumatances, both to do aornething and not to do it. If I
have this ability with respect to an action, then there is aome period
of time, however abort, prior to the action, at each of the infinitely
many inStants of which I have the ability to make the decision at the
next instant, and a1ao the ability not to make the decision at the next
instant, and there is no relevant change in the circumstances over
this period of time. But if (R) is given sod its 'mult' interpreted in
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terms of human ability, it is hillhly
hishly unlikely that thil should ever be
oc:c:aaiono ..
the case.
c:aoe. If I have an ability to do x, on each of .. many occasionl"
you like up to my actual performance of x, then why is my ability not
exerciaed
oc:c:aaions?' If my havina
havinll the
exercioed on at leaat
leut one of thae
theoe occuions?'
ability on IUch an oc:c:aaion
beinll the case
cue
occasion amounted merely to itl beina
that I would have done x, if c:irc:umatanc:ea
eircumatanceo had been different, then
there would be no implauaibility.
faila to capture the idea
implauoibitity. But this failo
that it i. prec:iaely
a. they are, on the occaion
occ:asion
precioely in the circumatanc:a
circumstanceo ..
is, that I have the ability.
.. it is.
VI
thillll to be unconvinced by every _ruing
......n one can
It is one thins
aeeminll rreaaon
think of for believinslOmethinll.
believilllllOmethin" another to conclude that there is
no good reaaon
laid, there may
reuon to believe it. So for all I have 10 far said,
still be a good reaaon
detem\iniam .. VI defineo
d~ it. But
reuon to believe in <Ietefl1\inism
we can at leaat
aome ouch reuon
reaaon is
leut not be alarmed by VI until oome
diacovered
discovered•.Can we indeed confidently hope that every form of
incompatibilism i. either falae
faloe or trivially true? Not quite,
incornpatibiliam
quite. if
'incornpatibilism'
ac:cordina
'incompatibitiam' i. taken broadly.
broadly, to mean any doctrine aea>rdina
to which aome
entaila that we are len
le.. free
oome .pecies
.pecieo of detenninilm
determinilm entailo
than we normally think. For there is IOme plausibility in a
voluntariatic
voluntaristic venion of the Aristotelian principle (RI), and if this
true, then we ohould perhaps
principle is true.
perhspa believe in a• determinilm
detenniniam
about ration.!
_
rational actions
actiono which would exclude -..e
of the freedom
determinism of VI. But even 10,
excluded by the detenniniam
aa, we can at least
J_
confidently hope that every non-redundant incompatibilism
incornpotibiJiam is
faloe or trivially true. For ~ I argued
either falae
.....,eel at the end of the 1_
Jilt
oection, if a voJuntariatic
voluntariotic (RI) really
oection.
re.I1y is true,
true. then we have a c:oaent
c:oacnt
argwnent for total unfreedom whose premiueo
argument
premiaaea do not include
determinism of any kind.
detenninism
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